
The Course of the War: Blitzkrieg
I. Early German Success 1939-1940

A. Blitzkrieg (Lightning Warfare)
1. German desire to avoid another war of attrition

a) Relying on Airplanes and Tanks, the Germans would attack 
forcefully and quickly to defeat their enemies, striking at 
the weakest points of enemy defenses.

2. The French prepared for a similar war of attrition with their 
development of the Maginot Line of fortifications.

B. Invasion of Poland, September 1, 1939.
1. Poles had a huge frontier to defend-easy for the Germans to 

break through.
2. Ill-Equipped to stop the German blitz.
3. No support from Britain and France-too far away and slow to 

mobilize
C. Phoney War in the West, 1939-1940

1. Britain and France preparing for war.
a) British Expeditionary Force sent to support France
b) French felt protected by the maginot Line

D. German invasion of Denmark and Norway
1. Desire for Scandinavian Iron resources
2. Access to more seaports making blockade more difficult.
3. Following the fall of Norway, Chamberlain resigns, Winston 

Churchill becomes Prime Minister
E. Defeat of France

1. Germany opens the blitz against the Low Countries and 
France in the Spring of 1940

a) Germany avoids the Maginot Line
b) French resistance crumbles-mass surrender

2. Escape at Dunkirk-a major turning point in the West
a) 380,000 British and French troops evacuated from Dunkirk 

to Britain
F. Reasons for German success in the West



1. Blitzkrieg
2. Allied Weaknesses

a) No overall commander, poor communication between 
armies/nations

b) Purely on the defensive
c) Miscalculated the occurrence of a War of Attrition
d) Little will to fight, especially on the French side.

3. German Advantages
a) Unified plan of attack and command
b) Fighting a one-front War after the defeat of Poland
c) Outflanked and avoided the Maginot Line

II. Britain Alone, 1940-1941
A. Leadership of Winston Churchill
B. Battle of Britain-First campaign fought entirely by air 

forces
1. Hitler wanted to invade Britain but needed to control the 

Channel and have air superiority to invade.
2. Operation Sea lion was planned as the Luftwaffe set out to 

destroy the Royal Air Force (RAF) 
3. German Luftwaffe bombed British towns in the ‘Blitz’ hoping 

to force Britain to surrender
a) British respond by the institution of night-bombing of 

German towns-Total War
4. Between 7 September and 2 November 1940, London was 

bombed every night
5. Reasons for British victory

a) Britain outproduces Germany in aircraft 
b) Loss of fewer pilots allowing victory.
c) Germany strategic change from Airfields to civilian centers

C. American Assistance
1. Though neutral, sympathies rested with the British
2. Destroyers for Bases

a) 55 year old Warships were given to Britain in return for a 
99 year lease on Naval and Air Bases



3. Lend-Lease Act signed in March 1941 originally with Britain, 
later China and USSR included.

a) Later expanded to include more military equipment
b) Improved British morale as they were no longer totally 

alone
c) Marked the end of American isolationism from European 

affairs
4. Signing of the Atlantic Charter in August 1941 Between US 

and Britain outlining the goals for a post-war world
a) No territorial gains
b) Self-Determination
c) Free trade

III. Russian Front 1941-1943
A. Hitler invades Russia in June 1941

1. Originally an ally, Hitler viewed Russia as weak due to their 
difficulty fighinging the Finns in the Winter War.

B. Operation Barbarossa
1. Hitler knew Britain couldn’t invade mainland Europe without 

one powerful ally (US or USSR)
a) He hated communism and wanted to destroy it
b) Lebensraum of Eastern Europe
c) Valuable supplies of Wheat (Ukraine) and Oil (Caucasus)

2. Three-Pronged Attack
a) North, liberate Baltic States and advance towards 

Leningrad
(1) Devastating siege of Leningrad

b) Central-Push on to Moscow
c) South-Ukraine into the Caucasus

3. Early Success
a) Stalin Unprepared for German Invasion

(1) Poor military leadership due to the purges of the late 1930’s and struggles in 
the Winter War

b) Luftwaffe enjoyed air superiority
c) Russian armies short of weapons, tanks and transport
d) Some parts of Russia welcomed the Germans



(1) Baltic States, Ukraine offered many volunteers to the German army
4. Failures

a) Hitler failed to listen to his Generals who wanted a 
focused, concentrated attack.

b) Geography too big for blitzkrieg
(1) German advance outstripped their supply

c) Allied aid to Russia
d) Russian Weather

(1) Germans attacked too late, engines froze, men unequipped for winter
e) Russian resistance

(1) Scorched Earth policy
(2) Guerrilla Warfare attacking German supply and communication points

5. Outcome of Barbarossa
a) Britain had an ally
b) Germany was fighting on two fronts
c) First failure of Blitzkrieg

6. Stalingrad
a) With the Northern and Central advances checked, Germany 

concentrated their efforts in the South.
b) Battle to take Stalingrad is a disaster for the Germans

(1) Germans not permitted to Surrender as they were trapped in the city by a 
Russian counter offensive.

(2) 850,000 casualties, including 91,000 prisoner
c) Known as the turning point in the War.


